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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1302432A1] Device for assembling a lift drive (14) in a lift shaft comprises a support construction (1) consisting of at least two rails (2-4)
fixed on the lift shaft and supporting the lift drive on the lift shaft base. The rails are connected to each other at least over part of their length by at
least one connecting unit (5) having sufficient length and rigidity to form a bend-resistant composite body. <??>Preferred Features: The rails are
connected to each connecting unit by several groups of connecting elements arranged vertical distances apart.
[origin: EP1302432A1] Device for assembling a lift drive (14) in a lift shaft comprises a support construction (1) consisting of at least two rails
(2-4) fixed on the lift shaft and supporting the lift drive on the lift shaft base. The rails are connected to each other at least over part of their length
by at least one connecting unit (5) having sufficient length and rigidity to form a bend-resistant composite body. Preferred Features: The rails are
connected to each connecting unit by several groups of connecting elements arranged vertical distances apart.
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